Microbiological examinations in clinical medicine consist of,
first, finding out the pathogen which is suspected to be the cause of the infectious disease, second, testing the sensitivity of the pathogenic bacteria to sulfonamides and antibiotics, and third, finding out the antibody in the patient by various serological technics.
1) Due to the development of chemotherapy and the wide use of chemotherapeutic agents, it became more and more difficult for us to presume the pathogen of the infectious disease from the clinical symptoms. So we must systematize the routine procedures which find out the pathogens from specimens. Such routine procedures are different according to the size of clinical laboratory.
In large laboratories they can use many kinds of culture media for isolation of pathogenic bacteria and use anaerobic culture routinely, and also they can differentiate and identify many kinds of pathogens by biological and serological tests. But in small laboratories they can use rather a few kinds of media for isolation and they can identify only a few kinds of pathogens.
Even in small laoratories they must do sensitivity test of pathogenic bacteria to chemotherapeutics, because it is more valuable for clinicians to knowthe sensitivity of the suspected pathogen as soon as possible than to know the name of pathogen by biological and serological tests. 
